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ABSTRACT

The metabolism and homeostasis of living in thermodynamic laws is governed by both intrinsic and 
extrinsic innate and adaptive immunity in a temporospatial state. Neuronal reflexes that originate from 
tissue hypoxia and inflammasome are casual mass action kinetics for accelerated structural failure. 
Functionally the reflex is like Alfvén waves in structure-function interpolant of bio signal workflow. The 
physical layers that regulate response include the HPA axis, the Vagus Nerve, the reticuloendothelial and 
melanocortin systems. The metabolic function of Gibbs’ free energy supply chain is to prevent imbalances 
as feedback errors in reflex arcs with Endotheliopathy induction. Vagus Nerve stimulation efficacy in 
anti-inflammatory treatment, is currently a framework for frequency emission devices regulatory 
approved in Europe and the United States for epilepsy, cardiac disorder and for acute respiratory distress. 
On the other hand, the ancient pattern of Prānāyāma has attributes in parasympathetic expression and 
objectification. 

The neuro-arch effect, which involves stimulation of the Vagus Nerve by skeletal muscle and laryngeal 
frequency-emitting wavelets, suggests that every exercise leads to immune-mediated challenges. The 
‘Yoga-medical Prānāyāma ‘ was created by S-VYASA University, in collaboration with Western culture, to 
provide homecare respiratory distress related treatment. In Italy, a small ancillary sample size was tested 
for three time a day cycles in survival endpoint of SARS-COV-2 outbreak during February to May 2020 
pandemic period. The dataset belongs to a protocol-compliant subgroup (trial identifier NCT04413747) 
in the first to second stage of virus infection. The Bayesian borrowing was ranked by sensitivity analysis in 
accordance with ICH E9 (R1) and stochastic demographic geolocation. The Weibull-k factor in inference 
resulted in probability distribution of 2.5 ratio as < 15% respiratory distress chance. The relative risk of 
death in daily rate was reduced 19-fod by Prānāyāma with significance level point estimate of p = 0.02 in 
two- side CI 97.5 %. 
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Introduction
The human hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis and melano-

cortin system represent the ancestral neuro-immune architecture of 
adaptability in the environment [1]. The constant across phylogenetic 
lines is the subset of the immune system in a hierarchical working 
agent for inter-operative and interdependence of other subsets. The 
bio-signals are the major players and regulation variables for en-
coding like-Alfvén low-frequency waves in structure-function inter-
polant workflow [2]. Hierarchically, end-of-life is the failure of host 
adaptative capabilities in high level of thermodynamic cycle of energy 
supply chain [3]. Energy production, oxidative phosphorylation and 
glycolytic processes are the intimate responses of self-maintenance 
in a flight of functional- structural change. Weight-energy need fluid 
in and out of volume equation and scales of instability by stressors 
lead to extremely critical body conservation [4]. Microcirculation and 
endothelial subset are the multi-state gate space for thermodynamics 
of living and failure [5]. 

The high-level overview is the G-Protein Coupled receptors (i.e., 
GPCRs) family to control the local stability of binding energy and 
molecular docking cross the supply chain [6]. For instance, by Phar-
macological Target Guide, developed by International Union of Basic 
and Clinical Pharmacology and British Pharmacological Society (i.e., 
IUPHAR/BPS) experts, identified the hardness of GPCRs in a the two-
spin operator for driving the cAMP-dependent pathway [7]. Physio-
logically, real-time casual power are proportional gradients of hypox-
ic hyperinflammation reflex that generate energy distribution beds of 
mass fixative exchange and loop in the principal metabolic processes 
that occur. In recent years, it has been established that the extra-HPA 
immune control channels, are in a widespread distribution and che-
motaxis with Vagus Nerve (i.e., VN) anisotropy through intermediar-
ies onto cells-mitochondrial dynamics [8]. 

The Neuro-Immune Reflex

Nearly two decades the field research of “brain to immune system 
communication”, has elucidated the networking role of the inflamma-
tory reflex [9]. The workload might be represented within a wired 
and wireless infrastructure of which the function is to over-order 
the hieratical control of microcirculation and oxygen flow transport 
to tissue and cells [10,11]. An anti-inflammatory role of the VN is 
observed using either vagal afferent and afferent’s, targeting cholin-
ergic anti-inflammatory pathway by melanocortin receptor lies and 
GPCRs [12]. In this context, the VN provides a hub & spoke topology 
of a wired network information for brain stem circuits and response 
interface for neuro-releasing factor. This is in a leukocyte traffic con-
troller for the endothelial microvascular glycocalx gatekeeper [13]. 
The loops finalize the acetylcholine release in the reticule-endothelial 
system and signal transduction for inhibition of pro- inflammatory 
mediator’s pathways up to suppressor of cytokine signaling that neg-
atively regulate the Janus Kinase/signal transducers and activator of 
transcription proteins. 

The plausibility and consistency of scientific data, constitutes 
the basis of therapeutic use of VN stimulation by medical electric de-
vices equipment with current pulsed at 25 Hz through the skin for 2 
minutes. Devices are currently 510k FDA and EMA [14] approved for 
patients aged >12 years with drug-resistant epilepsy, cardiac shock 
by arrythmia and recently Health Canada has granted the emergency 
use authorization for COVID-19 for treating COVID-19 cytokine storm 
and acute respiratory distress syndrome. The expert opinion regard, 
various clinical studies have been verified the safety and efficacy 
[15]. Conceptually, devices-less VN subthreshold stimulation may be 
reached by forced mechanical thorax exercise linked to Alfvén OM 
mantra low-frequency equation from as censored 44.1 Kz to 2-fold 
emission by laryngeal vibration [16,17].

Prānāyāma

Complementary and alternative medicine is defined by the World 
Health Organization as the broad set of health-care practices that are 
not part of that country’s own tradition and are not integrated into 
the dominant health-care system. In this context Prānāyāma is gener-
ally defined as breath control with laryngeal harmonic sound. In view 
of the full quality attributes for neuro-immune axis properties, there 
are efficacy evidence on Quality-Adjusted Life years (QALYs) and Dis-
ability-Adjusted Life years (DALYs) [18]. Apply PICO model for evi-
dence-based medicine - i.e., Population/Problem/Patient; Interven-
tion/ Issue; Comparison; Outcome - by University of Illinois Chicago 
for overall Yoga therapeutic intervention, systematically it is assessed 
safety [19]. The assessment of DALYs by the Consort statement’s me-
ta-analyze, was statistically relevant in benefit for screened 92 RCT of 
490 in eligibility for a total of 8,430 sample size statistical [20]. To our 
knowledge, Prānāyāma’s short-term assessment in life-threatening 
and emergency situations has not been censored as in Kaplan Maier 
survival Imputation (KMI).

The Clinical Trial identifier NCT04413747 

The above assumption, rationale of Prānāyāma and pattern in 
real-world occurrence, have been blamed on Covid-19, which has 
multiple tricks up its lethality and challenges faced by the - “Yoga Pra-
nayama Adjuvant to Treat Burden COVID-19” [21]. The play on a web-
based platform was intended to promote horizontal subsidiarity and 
research opportunities while temporarily self-organizing for public 
health measures. The data set for 100 cases of coronavirus disease 
between February and March 2020 was collected during the proto-
col evaluation and used for sensitivity analysis. The purpose of this 
subgroup is to decrease bias in non-randomized trials and data gaps 
in the context of enrolling after the protocol date. Rapid changes in 
health outcomes after May 2020, while taking into consideration the 
complexity of emergency response notifications. Bayesian borrowing 
was employed to present the before-and-after study in a homoge-
neous data [22].
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Material and Methods
Sensitivity analysis of Prānāyāma adjuvant in homecare by ICH E9 

(R1) principle, was carried out on dataset of 100 enrolled consecutive 
confirmed SARS-CoV-2 infection [23]. The period was from February 
to May 2020, in the district of Emilia Romagna, in the north of Italy 
[24,25]. Paracetamol therapy for hyperpiesia without early anti-in-
flammatory drugs such as ibuprofen, corticosteroid up to hydroxy-
chloroquine administration was the cut- off for inclusion criteria for 
homecare in the first-second stage of disease. The end point was 15-
day mortality in hospitalization rate. The reviewer’ s design was in 
nonrandomized multi-state model and accelerated life- expectancy 
failure for early warning score NEWS2-COVID-19 alongside the full 
clinical assessment in primary care. Patients training and adjuvant 
treatment was for weekly repetitive cycles of “OM” laryngeal vibra-
tion and expiratory exercises onto Bhramari, Surya Bheda and Nadi 
Shodhana Prānāyāma in compressible language of Wester culture and 
emergency studied by S-VYASA University Bengaluru, India. 

DALYs and QALYs homecare was supervised by an ad hoc context 
for trained physicians, nurse, and physiotherapists in face-to-face 
consultation within a remote web-platform surveillance and inten-
sive daily-line monitoring and testing. The offset test for efficacy in 
observed-to-expected outcome, was assessed in probability density 
function (pdf.) in a rank- preserving accelerated failure of life from 
per period daily epidemiological data. The time-to event in Kaplan 
Maier imputation (KMI) as Andersen-Gill recurrent event-time, were 
extracted by Official M-source statistic and used in Bayesian borrow-
ing by the weight of pdf [26]. The reliability and efficacy were onto 
conditional Weibull survival in β shape and ή characteristic of life 
where 62.3 % population have life-failure. Observe-to-Expected ratio 
as chi-squared test statistic for Prānāyāma contingently operator was 
compared with a posteriori-to-prior pdf. in k of β weight [25]. Param-
eters distribution were by conditional Weibull probability function F: 
(future_age | current_age) = 1- e [(current_age / ή)β -(future_age / 
ή)β] [27]. The Relative Risk ratio (RR) and proportions defective of 
two side binomial confidence interval, were tested in point estimate 
of significance level.

Results and Discussion
The 100 enrolled case were within age range of 50–69 year old 

as consecutive confirmed SARS-CoV-2 in principal stratum. The re-
ferred epidemiological data per area was of 666,299 with pooled age 
of 44 yr. among 4,458.000 inhabitant. The stochastic demography was 
male-female ratio of 48/52%, georeferencing north in Italy 174.5 in-
habitant Km2 density, mean age 46.6 yr., pooled expected life span 
of 82.4 yr. The general mortality rate of 13.3 x 1,000 in 2020 with 
increasing mortality rate per period of 17% with average of overall 
mortality from February to May of 22.553 cases of which 59.665, male 
28.549 and female 31.116 [27]. In March 2020, 7.776 death more re-
spect 2019 during first epidemic peak impact. 

The estimate of lethality rate for COVID-19 per period was re-
spectively for age range of 50-59 yr. and 60-69 yr. of 1.3 and 3.7 % 
with a pooled approximation “de minimis” with of coeval treatment of 
a pooled 2% for > 62 % in 15-day hospital death rate. The theater sce-
nario was over 28 x 100.000 inhabitant, emergency calls per 100 hos-
pital bed of which 2.2% for area medica and 1.8% intensive care unit. 
The probability density function truncated at 15-day mortality rate in 
infected- COVID-19 per area and age, give a probability life-failure of 
0.02 in distribution and approximation for survival of k factor 6.5 in 
β shape and 14.92-day characteristic of life as 62 percentile parame-
ters: pdf., f(t),R(7.00)= 1, mean life 14.27-day in η of 15-day distribu-
tion of characteristic life at right, unreliability F(t) 0.434, Hazard rate 
f(t)/R(t) of 0.373 within the end of second week [27]. The Prānāyā-
ma contingently operator with proper left Tobit’s variable probabili-
ty density risk assessment, resulted in observed no-event of 30-day 
mortality rate as life failure of 0.00, β shape block box of k factor > 15. 

The coefficient in Weibull-k factor resulted in breadth narrowed 
density of 2.5 k ratio as > 15% more probability of living in “Hyper-
geometric Optimization of Motif Enrichment algorithm” as difference 
in Rayleigh non-negative variable equivalent to a Chi-square cumu-
lative distribution [28]. The two side P-value proportions defective 
of binomial confidence interval of cases having event-free 15-day 
mortality rate, resulted 95% CI 42.07-to-55.93 and significant level of 
p < 0.0001. The Relative Risk (RR) two-side binomial CI 97.5 % was 
Lower bound 1.7 to Upper bound 2.306 was 1.98 as 19-fold decrease 
the risk of 15-day mortality rate. The for borrowing, resulted in point 
estimate a significance level of p = 0.02 between lower p < 0.001 and 
upper limit of p = 0.081 values [29]. The Altman’s Number Needed 
to Treat (NNT) was benefit 50.500 CI 74.63 (harmed)-to ∞- 18.85 
(benefit) as the estimated number of patients who need to be treated 
with the new treatment rather than the standard treatment (or no 
treatment) for one additional patient to benefit. The Bayesian bor-
rowing for a larger true effect size for COVID-19 lethality 2020 have 
made possible to adjust the type I error below 5% of α inflation and 
increasing effect sizes.

Conclusion
Inferential estimates with reliability enabled the efficacy of the 

Prānāyāma exercise as a Bayesian contingent operator in survival im-
putation for epidemiological exceptional conditions of the COVID-19 
outbreak. Although many limitations exist, it is correct to cite Prānāyā-
ma as adjuvants for mild to moderate cases of hyperinflammation. 
As of mid-March, there was no evidence to claim anti-inflammatory 
drugs to worsen infection, so some public health bodies only recom-
mend taking acetaminophen. The daily mortality ratio from

 COVID-19 was the primary estimate for care. The nested care for 
hyperinflammation may be considered a lowered confounding factor 
in this period. The primary data set’s reliability analysis is credible 
under the circumstances because the survey is not randomized due to 
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the adjusted mortality rate harmonization. This implies that Prānāyā-
ma can be considered safe and first-line in homecare containment of 
hyperinflammation disorders with a 19- fold decrease the risk in ac-
celerated life-span failure.
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